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This document is an appendix of [1]. Here, we prove that the the detection of a
blocked path toward a gap is correct, and that the new gap selected as sub-goal is
the gap that must be chased to obtain locally optimal navigation.

1 Landmark Encoding and Blockage Detection

In order to chase a gap, a disc robot first aligns eitherlt or rt with the vertex that
generates the gap and then the robot travels in straight lineuntil the robot touches
that vertex either withl p or rp. For chasing a right gap, the robot aligns directionrt
with the vertex that generates this gap, this vertex is called right vertex. Symmetri-
cally, for a left gap, the robot aligns directionlt to the vertex that generates that gap,
this vertex is called left vertex.

Remark 1.Refer to Figure 1. Notice that if the robot alignslt to a vertex that gen-
erates a right gap orrt to a vertex that generates a left gap then a straight line robot
path toward that vertex is not collision free.
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Remark 2.The robot always chases gaps with the omni-directional sensor. It might
happen that eitherlt or rt is aligned to the vertex that generates the gap to be chased,
but the omni-directional sensor is in the opposite extremalrobot point, if that hap-
pens the turret swap the omni-directional sensor in order tochase the gap with the
omni-directional sensor.

A straight line path from the current robot configuration toward the vertex might
be blocked, that is, a straight line collision free path doesnot exist from the current
robot position to the vertex.

To detect a blockage distancesdL, dR, dL
t and dR

t are used. If directionrt is
aligned to a vertex that generates a right gap anddR

t
> dL then a straight line robot

path toward this vertex is blocked. Likewise, if directionlt is aligned to a vertex that
generates a left gap anddL

t
> dR then a straight line robot path toward that vertex is

blocked.
Whenever the path is blocked, the robot executes a detour, that is, the robot travels

in straight line toward another vertex before reaching the vertex associated to the
gap been chased. The vertex that generates the original gap to be chased, which is
encoded in the GNT, is always visited. For this reason, we call the modified path a
detour.

In this work, we have assumed that the configuration spaceC is simply con-
nected. In our paper we mainly focus in the navigation task toreach a static disc-
shaped landmarkΛ in E with the same radius as the robot. Prior to navigation, the
robot explores the environment to build the GNT. In the exploration phase the land-
mark is encoded in one of the nodes. The following remark precise the landmark
codification in the GNT during the exploration phase.

Remark 3.A landmarkΛ is said to berecognizedif the landmark is at least par-
tially visible from the location of the omni-directional gap sensor. A landmarkΛ
is encoded in the GNT at the moment at which at least one point of the landmark
is occluded from the location of the omni-directional gap sensor. A landmark is as-
sociated with the gap originated by the vertex that occludedat least partially the
landmark.

In the navigation task, whenever the landmark is not totallyvisible from the
omni-directional sensor location, the goal given to the robot is a gap (which corre-
sponds to a node in the GNT, which encodes the landmark or is a node belonging to
path in the GNT to such node). We call such a gap, the goal gap.

It is important to mention that the correct execution of the navigation phase de-
pend on a correct encoding of the landmark with a gap during the prior exploration
phase. As mentioned above, in this work, we assume thatC is simply connected,
hence the cases shown in Figure 2 cannot happen. Cases shown in Figures 2(a) and
2(b) do not happen becauseC is multiple connected. Case shown in Figure 2(c)
does not happen becauseC is disconnected.

Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(c) and 3(d) show cases, in which the gaps generated by the
vertices shown in the figures do not encode a landmark. Figure3(a) shows a case
in which during the exploration phase the robot has chased gaps generated by the
verticesugoal anduL and the landmark was not detected.
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Fig. 2 Cases a) b) and c) do not happen for the assumption of a simply connected component
for C . Cases a) and b) do not happen becauseC is multiple connected. Case c) does not happen
becauseC is disconnected.

Notice that some vertices cannot occlude a landmark from thecurrent robot con-
figuration. Figures 3(b), 3(c) and 3(d) show cases in which a landmark cannot be
occluded at least partially by the vertex calledugoal. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show
cases in which the landmark cannot be occluded at least partially from the current
robot configuration by vertexugoal. However, verticesugoal can occlude a landmark
at least partially fromsomerobot configurations. In contrast, Figures 3(d) shows a
case in which a landmark cannot be occluded at least partially by the vertex called
ugoal from any robot configuration. Notice that a landmark cannot be occluded by
this vertex, because there is not enough free space on the neighborhood of that ver-
tex to place a landmark.

During the exploration phase, the robot chases gaps. Noticethat if the vertex
that generates a chased gap can encode a landmark (it can occlude partially such
landmark) then the robot shall be able to reach the vertex andtouch it either with
rp or l p. Otherwise, the selected vertex cannot encode a landmark from the current
robot configuration.

In order to more formally characterize vertices that can encode a landmark, let
define a reachable region related to a given right vertex.

Definition 1. Refer to Figure 3(e), a reachable region is a circle with the robot ra-
dius. The circle delimiting the reachable region is touching the right vertex; there
is a bitangent line between pointrp and the right vertex and another bitangent line
between pointl p and a point on the reachable region placed diametrically opposed
to the right vertexuO.

There is an analogous reachable region for a given left vertex.

Remark 4.Refer to Figure 3(e). For a simply connected configuration spaceC and a
no blocked robot path toward a goal vertexugoal. If there is any obstacle (a segment
or a vertex) inside the reachable region delimited by the redcircle shown in Figure
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Fig. 3 Vertices that cannot occlude a landmark

3(e) then this vertex cannot be reached by the robot by traveling a straight line path
from its current configuration towardu0 and touchu0 (which is the goal vertex)
with the point at which the omni-directional sensor is placed (eitherrp or l p). Con-
sequently, for path continuity, a landmark with the same shape and size of the robot
and located beyond the reachable region cannot be reached bythe robot. Also from
the initial robot configuration the landmark cannot be occluded partially or totally
by u0 given that there exists a clear line of sight between the omni-directional sensor
placed at pointrp andu0, which delimits the area visible from the omni-direction
sensor, but the landmark cannot be placed beyond that line, such the landmark is
partially or totally occluded from the omni-directional sensor initial position.

The exploration phase is executed following the same procedure proposed for the
GNT for a point robot. That is, the robot chases gaps at randomuntil all the gaps
are primitive gaps. For no blocked paths toward the goal gap the robot chases a goal
gap traveling a straight line path from its current configuration to the vertex that
generates the goal gap. Whenever the path toward a goal gap isblocked an optimal
detour is executed. In section 2, we will describe the methodto carry out the optimal
detour.

Now, we present a lemma that guarantees that the landmark is correctly detected
and encoded in the GNT for a disc robot chasing gaps at random.

Lemma A. A landmark is correctly detected and encoded in the GNT executing the
following procedure during the exploration phase.
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1. Gaps are chased selecting them at random.
2. For a no-blocked path toward a goal gap and a simply connected configuration

spaceC , robot executes a straight line path toward the gap being chased (a goal
gap). If the goal gap is a right gap then rt is aligned with the vertex that generates
the right gap and the omni-directional sensor is placed at rp. If the goal gap is
a left gap then lt is aligned with the vertex that generates the left gap and the
omni-directional sensor is placed at lp.

3. If traveling a straight line path, robot is not able to reach the vertex that generates
a goal gap and touch this vertex either with point rp or lp thenthe robot will
collide with an obstacle. If a collision is detected the goalgap is marked as a
primitive gap.

4. A landmark is encoded in a gap (corresponding to a node in the GNT) at the
moment at which the landmark is partially occluded by the vertex generating the
gap.

5. Whenever the path toward a goal gap is blocked an optimal detour is executed.

Proof. To prove this lemma, we show that executing the procedure listed in the
lemma, all gaps are eventually marked as primitives and thatthe omni-directional
sensor senses all portions of the environment able to encodea landmark. 1) First, the
exploration phase for a point robot is guaranteed to terminate chasing gaps at ran-
dom, all gaps will be marked primitives gaps (See lemma 3 in [2]). In [2], since the
robot is a point, all vertices are reachable. For a disc-shaped robot some vertexugoal

that generates a goal gap might not be reached for the disc robot traveling a straight
line no-blocked path, from the robot configuration that aligns eitherrt or lt with
ugoal. A vertex that cannot be reached by the robot is called no-reachable vertex.
Symmetrically, a vertex that can be reached by the robot is called reachable vertex.
Consequently, for a disc-shaped robot some gaps might neverdisappear. From re-
mark 4 if the robot cannot touchugoal either withrp or l p then a landmark cannot
be at least partially occluded byugoal, from the omni-directional sensor location at
the moment the collision occurs, and the gap can be marked as aprimitive gap even
if it does not disappear. Hence, if a collision is detected (robot touches∂E with a
point different torp or l p) then the chased gap is marked as a primitive gap even if
it does not disappear. Therefore, all gaps will be marked as primitive gaps. 2) For
a point robot, the exploration phase guarantees to see the whole environment with
the omni-directional sensor [2]. A landmark is detected by the disc robot whenever
the omni-directional sensor is able to see a disc-shaped landmark at least partially.
From [2], it is guaranteed that a point omni-directional sensor is able to see every
portion of the environment that at some moment was occluded by a reachable ver-
tex. For a disc robot, a no-reachable vertex cannot totally occlude a disc landmark
when the robot chases the corresponding gap, hence the landmark is detected surely.
3) The landmark is encoded in a node in the GNT when the landmark is occluded
by an obstacle. In order to show that a landmark is correctly encoded in the GNT
only two cases need to be considered. a) There exists a vertexthat has occluded the
landmark at least partially, then landmark is encoded in theGNT. b) Landmark is
totally visible from the omni-directional sensor locationat the moment all gaps are
marked as primitive gaps. Finally, if a blockage is detectedtoward aggoal then the
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robot executes a detour with guarantees that the vertex willbe reached orggoal is a
no-reachable vertex, the result follows.

Lemma B. For detecting a blockage toward a right gap gR distance measures dL

and dR
t obtained respectively along preferential directions lt and rt are sufficient to

detect blockages or declare the robot path collision free.

Proof. For a simply connected configuration spaceC . Given that in the exploration
phase only vertices that can occlude a landmark will be givenas a goal to the robot
then there is not obstacle inside the reachable region associated to the vertex that
generates the right goal gap, and the obstacle that blocks the path toward the right
goal gap must cross the line along preferential directionlt from a current robot posi-
tion. Therefore distance measuresdL anddR

t obtained along preferential directions
rt or lt are able to detect obstacles that block the path toward the goal gap or declare
the path to reach the vertex that generates the goal gap collision free.

There is an analogous lemma for detecting a blockage toward aleft gapgL or to
declare the robot path collision free.

Refer to Figure 3(f), this figure shows a case in which the vertex being chased
cannot occlude a landmark, hence during the navigation phase this vertex is never
given as a goal to the robot, therefore blockage detection using distance measures
along preferential directionrt andlt (which are not sufficient to detect robot colli-
sion) are not required, since the vertex is never chased.

2 Optimal Detour

The main complication is to determine which is the vertex that must be reached
by the robot to obtain an optimal detour (in the sense of Euclidean distance), or
equivalent which is the new gap to be chased. Our approach to choose the new
vertex (or equivalent a new gap) yielding the optimal detouris based on the main
following definitions and remarks.

Remark 5.For lt aligned to a left vertex orrt to a right vertex. There is a bitangent
line either betweenl p and the vertex associated to the gap to be chased orrp and
that vertex. There might be other vertices that generate left or right gaps, but notice
that those vertices do not cross the bitangent segment between eitherl p or rp and
the vertex, otherwise the bitangent segment does not exist.

Remark 6.A robot clockwise rotation can be executed either w.r.trp or w.r.t. the
robot center (a clockwise rotation in place). Similarly, a robot counterclockwise
rotation can be executed either w.r.t.l p or w.r.t. the robot center (a counterclockwise
rotation in place).
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Fig. 4 A un vertex. a) blockage detection, b) turret motion and sub-goal selection, aun vertex,
c) turret moves omni-directional sensor torp to execute a rotation in place based on feedback
information. d) The robot starts a straight line motion toward un

Remark 7.The selection of the gap (or equivalent a vertex) that corresponds to an
optimal detour depends on the robot sense of rotation. We call these verticesup

andun. First, we intuitively describeun andup vertices for a clockwise and coun-
terclockwise rotation. Eitherun or up corresponds to the vertex associated to the
optimal detour. Later a more formal definition is provided.

For a clockwise rotation, next vertexun is the first vertex in clockwise order
after the original goal vertex, which is aligned withrt and is reachable by the robot
traveling a straight line path. Previous vertexup is the last vertex in clockwise order
before the original goal vertex, which is aligned withlt and is reachable by the robot
traveling a straight line path.

For a counterclockwise rotation, next vertexun is the first vertex in counterclock-
wise order after the original goal vertex, which is aligned with lt and is reachable
by the robot traveling a straight line path. Previous vertexup is the last vertex in
counterclockwise order before the original goal vertex, which is aligned withrt and
is reachable by the robot traveling a straight line path.

Here, we describe the selection of bothun andup vertices considering the case
in which the robot is not touching the boundary of the environment∂E. Later, we
point out some extra considerations that must be taken into account for the case, in
which the robot is touching the boundary of the environment∂E.

Figure 4 shows an example of the blockage detection and the selection of the
new gap. Figure 4 shows the case of aun vertex. Figure 4(a) shows the momentrt
is aligned to the goal gap (a right gap)gR

0, sincedR
t
> dL then the path to the vertex

that generates the goal gapgR
0 is blocked. First, the turret swap the omni-directional

sensor tol p and the laser pointer torp, see Figure 4(b). Figure 4(c) illustrate a turret
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Fig. 5 A up vertex. a) blockage detection, b) turret motion and sub-goal selection, aup vertex,
c) turret moves omni-directional sensor torp to execute a rotation in place based on feedback
information., d) d) turret moves omni-directional tol p to chase the left gap and robot starts a
straight line motion towardup.

motion to bring the omni-directional sensor torp in order to execute a rotation in
place based on feedback information. Finally, robot chase the gapgR

n , see Figure
4(d).

Remark 8.If a blockage is detected then the turret always swap the omni-directional
sensor to the opposite extremal robot point to consider all vertices (right and left)
that might represent an optimal detour (see Section 2.2).

Figure 5 shows the case of aup vertex selection. Figure 5(a) shows the momentrt
is aligned to the goal gap (a right gap)gR

0, sincedR
t
> dL then the path to the vertex

that generates the goal gapgR
0 is blocked. First, the turret swap the omni-directional

sensor tol p and the laser pointer torp, see Figure 5(b). Figure 5(c) illustrate a turret
motion to bring the omni-directional sensor torp in order to execute a rotation in
place based on feedback information. Finally, the turret moves the omni-directional
sensor to pointl p to chase the gapgL

p, see Figure 4(d).

Remark 9.For an optimal detour, only one eitherup or un can exist. Ifup exists then
it will be the first vertex to be visited by the robot to obtain an optimal path toward
the original goal gap. Symmetrically, ifun exists then it will be the first vertex to be
visited by the robot to obtain an optimal path toward the original goal gap.

The following remark points out some extra considerations that must be taken
into account for the case, in which the robot is touching the boundary of the envi-
ronment∂E.
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Remark 10.It is important to notice that when the robot reaches a given vertex com-
ing from a detour, the robot might not be aligned to original goal gap. It might
happen that the robot cannot align eitherrt or lt to the original goal gap, because
this motion will produce an unnecessary robot translation,and the global optimality
would be lost. For an example of this situation see Figure 6. In Figure 6(b) robot
reaches aun vertex, but it cannot alignrt with the vertex that generates the original
right goal gapgR

0, because this motion will produce to lose global path optimality,
the robot would translate unnecessary. Notice that, from that robot configuration, it
is needed to detect a vertexup or un. Consequently, the detection ofup or un vertices
needs to be performed whether or notlt or rt is aligned to a vertex generating a goal
gap.
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(a) robot detects aun vertex and it moves
toward it.
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(b) robot reaches aun vertex, it cannot
alignrt with the vertex that generates the
original right goal gapgR

0 .

Fig. 6 Robot reaches a vertex after having executed a detour, robotcannot alignrt with the right
goal vertex, because path optimality will be lost

To determineup andun vertices, it is necessary to compute distancesdR
t and

dL
t . It is also necessary to compute two angles. 1) the angle thatthe robot needs to

rotate (either counterclockwise or clockwise) to alignrt to a right vertex, this angle
is calledθR and 2) the angle that the robot needs to rotate (either counterclockwise
or clockwise) to alignlt to a left vertex, this angle is calledθL.

To compute these distances and angles, we locate the vertices in local reference
frames. Either a reference frame defined by pointrp and a right goal vertex or a
reference frame defined by pointl p and a left goal vertex (See Sections 2.1 and
2.3).

To find a vertexun or a vertexup, we use two orders. One order w.r.t distance,
distancedR

t is used to consider vertices that generate right gaps. Symmetrically, dis-
tancedL

t is used to consider vertices that generate left gaps. An order from smaller
to larger distances including bothdR

t anddL
t is generated. The second order is an

angular order (also from smaller to larger), vertices are ordered by angle including
bothθR andθL, angleθR is used to consider vertices that generate right gaps andθL

is used to consider vertices that generate left gaps.
Now, we defineun andup based on these two orders. Indeed, these definitions

help to obtain an algorithm to determineun or up. Recall thatun andup depend on
the robot sense of rotation. The following definitions consider both cases, whether
the robot executes a rotation in place or whether the robot executes a rotation with
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respect tol p (a counterclockwise rotation) or a rotation with respect torp (a clock-
wise rotation).

Definition 2. For a clockwise robot rotation, a given vertexu that generates a right
gap, is aun vertex if and only ifu is thefirst vertex in clockwise angular order of the
vertices that generate a right gap enjoying the next properties. It corresponds to the
optimal detour, and the distancedL

t related to thenext vertexin clockwise angular
order that generates a left gap is larger (posterior in the order of distance) than the
distancedR

t related to the vertexu in question that generates a right gap. Refer to
Figure 9(a) and Tables 1.

Definition 3. For a clockwise rotation, a given vertexu that generates a left gap is a
up vertex if and only ifu is thelastvertex in clockwise angular order of the vertices
that generate a left gap enjoying the next properties. It corresponds to the optimal
detour, and the distancedR

t related to theprevious vertexin clockwise angular order
that generates a right gap is larger (posterior in the order of distance) than the dis-
tancedL

t related to the vertexu in question that generates a left gap. Refer to Figure
9(b) and Table 2.

Remark 11.There are two analogous definitions ofun andup, for a counterclock-
wise rotation.

As mentioned above, key to our approach is to determineup and un vertices,
which correspond to the optimal detour toward the goal gap given by the GNT.
Figure 7(a) shows the regions in the space (called search domains), in which aup

andun vertices can be located, for the case in which the robot is nottouching∂E
and the goal gap is a right gap. Notice that in such case the robot might need to
rotate in place clockwise an angle within the interval defined by [0,2π), in order to
align eitherrt with a vertex generating a right gap corresponding to aun vertex, or
lt with a vertex generating a left gap corresponding to aup vertex.

Figure 7(b) shows the search domains, in which aup and un vertices can be
located, for the case in which the robot is touching∂E at pointrp and the goal gap
is a right gap. In such case the robot might need to rotate clockwise with respect
to rp an angle within the interval defined by[0, 2

π ), in order to align eitherrt with
a vertex generating a right gap corresponding to aun vertex, orlt with a vertex
generating a left gap corresponding to aup vertex.

2.1 Robot is touching∂E

The planning step corresponds to the determination of the optimal detour (equivalent
to determine aup vertex or aun vertex). Here, we provide equations to calculate
angles and distances needed to determineup andun vertices.
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Fig. 7 Regions in the space (called search domains), in which aup andun vertices can be located

2.1.1 Planning: aup vertex or a un vertex

To determineup andun vertices, it is necessary to compute distancesdR
t anddL

t ,
and anglesθR andθL.

To compute these distances and angles, we locate the vertices in local reference
frames. Either a reference frame defined by pointrp and a right goal vertex or a
reference frame defined by pointl p and a left goal vertex.

Figure 8(a) shows, the location of left vertex, coordinates(xuL,yuL), over a local
reference frame defined by pointrp andu0. The location of the vertex is computed
based on distancedu and the angleθ0 measured w.r.ty axis of the local reference
frame, and an angleβL measured w.r.t preferential directionlt . Notice that,θO rep-
resents an offset angle, this offset angle is needed becausethere are cases, in which
the robot cannot alignedrt with the right goal vertex (see Figure 6(b)). Hence, it is
needed to determine the location of the vertices, even in thecase, in whichrt (or lt )
is not aligned with the goal right vertex (or goal left vertex).

Equation 1 indicates the coordinates of left vertices in a reference frame defined
by the pointrp and the right goal vertexugoal based on distancedu and preferential
directionlt (angleβL). See Figure 8(a).

xuL = 2r sinθ0+ducos(θ0+βL)
yuL = 2r cosθ0−dusin(θ0+βL)

(1)

The coordinates of right vertices are given by Equation 2 (see Figure 8(a)).

xuR= ducos(θ0+βR)
yuR= dusin(θ0+βR)

(2)

There are equivalent equations to indicate the coordinatesof right and left ver-
tices over a reference frame defined by pointl p and a left goal vertex, see Figure
8(c).

Equation 3 calculates the robot rotation angle with respectto they axis of the
local referent frame; equivalent to the angle needed to align preferential directionlt
to a left vertex executing a robot clockwise rotation w.r.t.point rp (see Figure 8(b)),
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θL = arcsin

(

2rxuL−yuL

√

xuL
2+yuL

2−4r2

xuL
2+yuL

2

)

−θ0 (3)

Equation 4 calculates distancedL
t . Figure 8(b) shows distancedL

t , which is mea-
sured along preferential directionlt from pointl p to a left vertex. This distance op-
tains when robot has executed a clockwise robot rotation w.r.t. point rp to align lt
to a left vertex.

dL
t =

√

[xuL−2r sin(θL +θ0)]
2+[yuL−2r cos(θL +θ0)]

2 (4)

Equation 5 indicates the value ofdR
t , which is measured directly by the omni-

directional sensor (see Figure 8(b)).

dR
t = du (5)

Equation 6 indicates the value ofθR, which is also measured directly by the
omni-directional sensor (see Figure 8(b)).
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θR = βR (6)

There are totally analogous equations to compute anglesθR
′ θL

′, dR
t ′ anddL

t ′

over a local reference frame defined by pointl p and left goal vertex. Refer to Figure
8(d).

2.2 Algorithm to find aup or a un vertex

AnglesθR andθL and distancesdR
t anddL

t are used to find verticesup andun.

Algorithm 1 a up vertex or aun vertex
1) The algorithm starts from the goal vertex.
There are two cases: Case I) corresponds to a right goal vertex and case II) to a left goal vertex.
2) Case I)
3) Detect left vertices that block the path toward a right goal vertex
To block the path toward right goal vertexuR

goal, left vertices must have an angleθL larger than
the angleθR related to the goal vertex, and a distancedL

t smaller than distancedR
t related to the

goal right vertexuR
goal.

4) Selection of a left goal vertex
The left vertex with largestθL, the last in the angular order is selected as a new goal vertex.
5) Case II)
6) Detect right vertices that block the path toward a left goal vertex
To block the path toward left goal vertexuL

goal, right vertices must have an angleθR smaller than
the angleθL related to the goal vertex, and a distancedR

t smaller than distancedR
t related to the

left goal vertexuL
goal.

7) Selection of a right goal vertex
The right vertex with smallest angleθR, the first in the angular order is selected as a new goal
vertex.
8) This procedure is repeated until the vertex selected as new goal is not blocked.

Table 1 shows an example of the execution of algorthim 1 and the determination
of a un vertex;↑ indicates the subgoal vertex,× indicates the vertices that might
block the path toward the subgoal vertex,⊗ indicates the vertex selected as subgoal
at each iteration,− indicates that the distance to this vertex is smaller than the
distance to the subgoal vertex,+ indicates that the distance to this vertex is larger
than the distance to the subgoal vertex,→ indicates that for a left vertices, the vertex
that must be selected as subgoal is the last in the angular order, and← indicates that
for a right vertices, the vertex that must be selected as subgoal is the first in the
angular order. The algorithm determines thatu2 is aun vertex corresponding to the
optimal detour.

Table 2 shows another example of the execution of algorthim 1and the selection
of a up vertex,uf is aup vertex corresponding to the optimal detour.
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u3

ugoalu2

u4

rt

Search region forup

Search region forun

(a) A un vertex

ug

ugoal

Search region forup

Search region forun

rt

ubucud

ue uf

(b) A up vertex

Fig. 9 Examples of aun vertex and aup vertex

Table 1 Orders for selecting aun vertex

Angular order Distance order
Index 1 2 3 4 Index 1 2 3 4

Direction rt lt rt lt Direction lt rt lt rt
Type R L R L Type L R L R

Vertex ugoal u3 u2 u4 Vertex u3 u2 u4 ugoal
→ ↑ × ⊗ - - ↑
← ⊗ ↑ - ↑ +
→ × ↑ - ↑ +

Table 2 Orders for selecting aup vertex

Angular order Distance order
Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Direction rt rt lt rt lt rt lt Direction rt lt lt rt lt rt rt
Type R R L R L R L Type R L L R L R R

Vertex ugoal ub ue uc uf ud ug Vertex ud ue uf uc ug ub ugoal

→ ↑ × × ⊗ - - - ↑
← ⊗ × ↑ - - ↑ + +
→ × ↑ ⊗ - - ↑ +
← ↑ × - ↑ + + +

Lemma C. Algorithm 1 find the optimal detour in the sense of Euclidean distance
toward the goal vertex.

Proof. It is based on two facts. 1) The structure of the path representing a detour
is a sequence of sub-paths between vertices. 2) Each elementof the sequence is
locally optimal since each vertex selected as sub-goal lieson the boundary of the
restriction. In other words, each vertex selected as sub-goal is the one, that deforms
the path the most, toward the goal vertex. Therefore, the resulting detour is optimal.
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2.2.1 Executing a rotation to alignlt to a up vertex or rt to a un vertex

Once the optimal detour is determined, the robot rotates to align lt or rt with the
vertex representing the optimal detour. This rotation is executed based on sensing
feedback. The sensing feedback corresponds to an angle between preferential direc-
tion rt and a right vertex; or an angle between preferential direction lt and a left
vertex.

Figure 10 shows an example of an angle between preferential directionrt and a
right vertex, for the case of a clockwise robot rotation withrespect to pointrp. The
angle measuring the clockwise robot rotation is calledθcw.

θcw

900 L

Omni-directional
sensor

gR
0

1800 B

2700 R

00 F
rt

(a) Preferential directionrt

u0

rt

rt

gR
0

Omni-directional
sensor

u1
θcw

θcw

(b) Clockwise robot rotation w.r.t pointrp

Fig. 10 Example of an angle between preferential directionrt and a right vertex, for the case of a
clockwise robot rotation with respect to pointrp.

2.3 Robot is not touching∂E

Here, we provide equations to calculate distancesdR
t anddL

t , and anglesθR andθL

for the case of a clockwise or counterclockwise robot rotation in place.
The planning step (optimal detour determination) is totally analogous to the case

of a robot rotation with respect to pointrp or l p described in Section 2.1.

2.3.1 Aup vertex and aun vertex

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the location of right vertex(xuR,xuR) and left vertex
(xuL,xuL) on a local reference frame defined by pointrp and a right goal vertexu0,
Figures 11(c) and 11(d) show the location of right vertex(x′uR,x

′
uR) and left vertex

(x′uL,x
′
uL) on a local reference frame defined by pointl p and a right goal vertexu0.
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u0

x

d du

y lt

rt

γL

(xuL,yuL)

(a) Location of left vertex(xuL,xuL)
on a local reference frame defined
by rp andu0

u0

d

lt

x

y

du

rt γR

(xuR,yuR)
(b) Location of right vertex
(xuR,yuR) on a local reference frame
defined byrp andu0

u0

d du

y′

lt

rt

x′

γR

(x′uR,y
′
uR)

(c) Location of right vertex
(x′uR,y

′
uR) on a local reference frame

defined byl p andu0

u0

d

du

lt

rty′

x′
γL

(x′uL,y
′
uL)

(d) Location of left vertex(x′uL,x
′
uL)

on a local reference frame defined
by l p andu0

Fig. 11 Location of right and left vertices over local reference frames

Equation 7 indicates the coordinates of left vertices in a reference frame defined
by the pointrp and the right goal vertexu0 based on distancedu and angleγL, see
Figure 11(a). Analogously, equation 8 indicates the coordinates of right vertices in
the same reference frame based on distancedu and angleγR, see Figure 11(b).

xuL = ducosγL

yuL = d−dusinγL
(7)

xuR= ducosγR

yuR= dusinγR
(8)

There are other similar equations to compute the coordinates of left a right ver-
tices in the reference frame defined by pointl p and a goal vertex. See Figures 11(c)
and 11(d).

Figure 12 shows the case of a robot rotation in place. Equation 9 calculates the
robot rotation angle with respect to they axis of the local referent frame; equivalent
the angle measured from preferential directionlt to a left vertex, corresponding to a
robot clockwise rotation in place (see Figure 12(a)).

θL = arcsin

(

xuLr +(yuL− r)
√

xuL
2−2yuLr−yuL

2

(yuL− r)2+xuL
2

)

(9)

There is a similar equation to compute the angle with respectto they′ axis of
another local reference frame; equivalent to the angle measured from preferential
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u0

x

y
dL

t

θL

(xuL,yuL)

(a) Clockwise robot rotation in
place,dL

t andθL are depicted

u0

x′

y′
dR

t ′

θ ′R

(x′uR,y
′
uR)

(b) Counterclockwise robot rotation
in place,dR

t ′ andθL
′ are depicted

u0

x

y

dR
t

θR (xuR,yuR)
(c) Clockwise robot rotation in
place,dR

t andθR are depicted

u0

x′

y′

θ ′L dL
t ′ (x′uL,y

′
uL)

(d) Counterclockwise robot rotation
in place,dL

t ′ andθR
′ are depicted

Fig. 12 Robot rotation in place: Distances and angles of alignment used to find aup and aun vertex

directionrt to a right vertex, corresponding to a robot counterclockwise rotation in
place (see Figure 12(b)). Notice that these angles are used to determine aup vertex.

Equation 10 calculates distancedL
t . Figure 12(a) shows distancedL

t , which is
computed assuming that preferential directionlt is pointing to a left vertex, and
corresponding to a robot clockwise rotation in place.

dL
t =
√

(xuL− r sinθL)2+(yuL− r− r cosθL)2 (10)

There is a similar equation to computedR
t ′. Figure 12(b) shows distancedR

t ′,
which is computed assuming that preferential directionrt is pointing to a right ver-
tex, and corresponding to a robot counterclockwise rotation in place. These dis-
tances are used to determine aup vertex.

Equation 11 calculates the robot rotation angle with respect to they axis of the
local referent frame; equivalent to the angle measured frompreferential directionrt
to a right vertex, corresponding to a robot clockwise rotation in place (see Figure
12(c)).

θR = arcsin

(

−xuRr +(yuR− r)
√

xuR
2−2yuRr−yuR

2

(yuR− r)2+xuR
2

)

(11)

There is a similar equation to compute the angle with respectto they′ axis of
another local reference frame; equivalent to the angle measured from preferential
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direction lt to a left vertex, corresponding to a robot counterclockwiserotation in
place (see Figure 12(d)). These angles are used to determinea un vertex.

Equation 12 calculates distancedR
t . Figure 12(c) shows distancedR

t , which is
computed assuming that preferential directionrt is pointing to a right vertex, and
corresponding to a robot clockwise rotation in place.

dR
t =
√

(xuR+ r sinθR)2+(yuR− r + r cosθR)2 (12)

Figure 12(d) shows distancedL
t ′, which is computed assuming that preferential

directionlt is pointing to a left vertex, and corresponding to a robot counterclock-
wise rotation in place.

These distances are associated to the determination of aun vertex.

2.3.2 Executing a rotation to alignlt to a left vertex or rt to a right vertex

Once the optimal detour is determined, the robot rotates to align lt or rt with the
vertex representing the optimal detour. This rotation is executed based on sensing
feedback. The sensing feedback corresponds to the distancebetween pointrp or l p
and the goal vertex, which can be a right or left vertex. Figure 13 depicts a robot
rotation in place when the robot is not touching∂E.

r

u0

α0

dR
t

√

(dR
t)2+ r2

rp

(a) Angleα0: case of a right goal ver-
tex

r

u0

α0

l p

√

(dL
t)2+ r2

dL
t

(b) Angle α0: case of a left goal ver-
tex

rp
αR

θcw

u0

du

√

(dR
t)2+ r2

(c) Angle of rotationθcw: case of a clockwise
robot rotation in place

√

(dL
t)2+ r2

αL

θccw

u0
du

l p

(d) Angle of rotationθccw: case of a counter-
clockwise robot rotation in place

Fig. 13 Robot is not touching∂E: Computation ofθcw andθccw based on feedback over measure-
ment ofdu

Equation 13 corresponds to a clockwise robot rotation in place, it indicates the
rotation angle that the robot must execute to alignrt to a right vertex (see Figure
13(c)), or to alignlt to a left vertex, both cases are based on feedback distance
measurementdu between the omni-directional sensor and the right goal vertex.
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θcw = αR−α0 (13)

Equation 14 corresponds to a counterclockwise robot rotation in place, it indi-
cates the rotation angle that the robot must execute to alignlt to a left vertex (see
Figure 13(d)), or to alignrt to a right vertex, again both cases are based on feed-
back distance measurementdu between the omni-directional sensor and the left goal
vertex.

θccw= αL−α0 (14)

Equation 15 calculates the value ofαR needed to compute a clockwise robot
rotation in place.

αR = arccos

(

(dR
t)2+2r2−du

2

2r
√

(dR
t)2+ r2

)

(15)

Equation 16 calculates the value ofαL needed to compute a counterclockwise
robot rotation in place.

αL = arccos

(

(dL
t)2+2r2−du

2

2r
√

(dR
t)2+ r2

)

(16)

3 Chasing a Landmark
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Fig. 14 Case Landmark

Figure 14 shows case of chasing a Landmark. The robot is not touching∂E, the
omni-directional sensor is located atrp, the robot goal is to reach a landmarkΛ and
the path to reachΛ is blocked.
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Let definerpΛ as the particular point in the boundary ofΛ , such that there is a
bitangent line between pointl p in the robot and pointrpΛ in Λ . The first motion
primitive executed by the robot is a clockwise rotation in place untilrt is aligned
with rpΛ . See Figure 14(a).

At that robot configuration the procedure to detect the blockage is as follows:
The turret swap the omni-directional sensor fromrp to l p, While the turret is ro-

tating counter-clockwise, the gaps change orientation dueto the motion of the omni-
directional sensor. If one gap touches the boundary of the landmark (the landmark
will be, at least partially, occluded by a vertex from this omni-directional sensor
position) then a straight line path towardΛ is blocked, andΛ will be associated to
this gap and encoded in GNT. See Figure 14(b).

While the turret keeps rotating, the gap associated withΛ might merge with
another gap. If the gap associated toΛ merges with other gap thenΛ is associated
to the gap resulting from the merging of the two gaps. See Figure 14(c).

The turret finishes the motion at the moment the omni-directional sensor reaches
point l p. See Figure 14(d). If one blockage is detected then the robotis commanded
to chase the gap associated to theΛ .

The path toward vertex that generates the gap to be chased might or might not be
blocked. The case of a blocked path to reach a vertex is handled by the selection of
a un vertex or aup vertex associated to the optimal detour to reach the vertex.

Figure 14(e) shows with dotted black lines the configurationspace. The optimal
robot path is shown with a solid line. This path first visits two vertices and later the
landmark.

Lemma D. The condition thatΛ -ALIGN uses to detect a blockage toward a right
landmark is correct, and the gap selected as goal is the gap that must be chased to
obtain locally optimal navigation.

Proof. Since, while the turret was rotating counter-clockwise a gap touched the
boundary ofΛ then a clear line of sight does not exist betweenl p andl pΛ . Given
that l p andrp are the extremal side robot points in the direction that delimits the
area of the robot therefore a straight collision free path between the robot and the
landmark does not exist. Hence a left gap must be chased. If a straight line robot
path toward the vertex that generates the left gap to be chased exists then this path
is locally optimal. Otherwise, the path toward the vertex isblocked. In this last situ-
ation the determination of aup vertex or aun vertex determines the locally optimal
path to perform a detour.⊓⊔

There are other two cases totally analogous to case in which the robot is not
touching∂E to chase a landmark. One corresponds to robot touching the environ-
ment atrp and the other to robot touching the environment atl p. The only difference
among these two cases and the case in which the robot is not touchingE is that robot
will rotate either w.r.tl p (when the robot is touching∂E at l p) or w.r.t rp (when the
robot is touching∂E at rp) to align lt with l pΛ or rt with rpΛ .
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